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TSOM-S Journal Notes
 
Contrast
 
He was defiant.
He continued to be defiant.
 
Oppositionally defiant disorder.
Oppositionally defiant state.
 
 
 
'disorder' implies biogenetic malfunction.  And it implies the entire psychiatric 
theory.
 
A psychiatrist will say that this is a permanent biogenetic malfunction, only 
recourse meds, dependency for life.  One intellectually capable and genuine 
psychiatrist - APA professional standard -- said to me, "Meds are the foundation."
 
He had not once discussed with me a single view, matter of view, fact of view, point 
of view, observation of view, thought, speech, or action.*  He had not discssed with 
me a single item from the 302 complaint, nor the entire set.  
 
 
 
* Over an interval of 23 days.
 
 
 
Is there a description of say an existent world-state 'oppositionally Dr. Seuss story 
state'?
 
In the DSM?  In the DSM V?  In the DSM V in 2020 CE?  In the DSM V in 2020 CE, United 
States?
 
The Foot Book: Dr. Seuss's Wacky Book of Opposites
by Dr. Seuss, Seuss
$4.99 online at Barnes & Noble 2020 August 30
 
 
we don't have a word for 'he drew an edge, in meaning-form'
 
he made a chiseled statement
he made an etched statement
 
NeXTstep, the graphical user interface, and its use, would suggest, "one can make a 
chiseled statement".
 
 
He hammered.
There is a hammer.
He used a hammer.
 
He used a word to.
He expressed the concept.
He made a chiseled statement.
 
He created in mind.
He created in mind A.
He created in mind chiseled A.
He created in mind s[o].
He created in mind s[o] f.  "f = function"
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He created in mind s[o] m.  "m = model"
He created in mind s[o] e.  "e = existence"
He created in mind s[o] state.
 
 
He created in mind (given w1-no-things) s[o] model -> moA.  Call this world state wsA.
 
This can be read as, "He created in mind s[o], kept it in mind, and also applied it 
through a model yielding moA, and then had the representations 1) w1-no-things (as 
input items to s[o]), 2) s[o] itself, 3) model itself, 4) the result moA ... in mind 
at a time, in the present moment. w1-no-things refers to w1 is world-1 (the world-
space so considered, and, the no-things A within the world-1, and world-1 may be the 
entire world, world within a world, world segment, or otherwise).
 
 
 
He put wsA, or an object-space thing from it, to, at, or said ....
 
wsA is world-state-A or world-space-A, depending on what one wants.
 
 
 


